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Fantasy August 2014

Reserve these books
New in August 2014

Deception: A Defiance Novel by C.J. Redwine (Defiance, book 2)
"Rachel and Logan try to stay alive with their band of survivors in the Wasteland with the Cammander on their
heels and the death around every corner"--Provided by publisher
The Strange and Beautiful Sorrows of Ava Lavendar
Born with bird wings, Ava Lavender is well aware that love has long made fools of her family. When pious Nathaniel
Sorrows mistakes her bird wings for angel wings, 16-year-old Ava faces the man's growing obsession, which
comes to a head with the rain and feathers that fly through the air during a nighttime summer solstice celebration.
New in July 2014
Other Bound by Corinne Duyvis
A seventeen-year-old boy finds that every time he closes his eyes, he is drawn into the body of a mute servant girl
from another world--a world that is growing increasingly more dangerous, and where many tings are not as they
seem.
Earthbound by Aprilynne Pike
Tavia, the only survivor of a plane crash that killed her parents, starts having strange visions and realizes secrets
have been kept from her.
Slaves of Socorro by John Flanagan (Brotherband, book 4)
With their honor restored, Hal and his fellow Herons leave Skandia again on a new mission--to track down and stop
Hal's nemesis, Tursgud, a bullying youth-turned vicious pirate and slave trader.
The Kiss of Deception by Mary E.Pearson
Fleeing an unwanted marriage, Princess Lia settles into a new town, and when two strangers arrive, she is
unaware that one is the jilted prince and the other an assassin sent to kill her.
Earthquake by Aprilynne Pike (Sequel to Earthbound)
Still realizing her powers, Tavia must decide how and for whom she will use them.
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New in June 2014
Ruin and Rising by Leigh Bardugo (Grisha Trilogy, book 3)
"The Darkling rules Ravka from his shadow throne. Alina forges new alliances as she and Mal search for
Morozova's last amplifier. But as she begins to unravel the Darkling's secrets, she reveals a past that alters her
understanding of the bond they share and the power she wields."--Provided by publisher.
A Creature of Moonlight by Rebecca Hahn
Marni, a young flower seller who has been living in exile, must choose between claiming her birthright as princess
of a realm whose king wants her dead, and a life with the father she has never known--a wild dragon.
New in May 2014
Deception's Princess by Esther Friesner
In Iron Age Ireland, Maeve, the fierce, willful youngest daughter of King Eochu of Connacht, is caught in a web
of lies after rebelling to avoid an arranged marriage.
Defy by Sara B. Larson
Seventeen-year-old Alexa's parents were killed by a sorcerer during a raid, so she has disguised herself as a boy,
joined Antion's army, and earned a place on Prince Damian's guard--but Antion is ruled by an evil king, and "Alex"
must find a way to defeat him and protect her prince.
New in April 2014
Toxic Heart by Theo Lawrence (Sequel to Mystic City)
Aria believes she can bring together the warring elite and the magic-wielding mystics, save Mystic City, and win
back Hunter's love but first she must risk everything to find the missing heart of a dead mystic that would give her
untold powers.
Death Sworn by Leah Cypess
"When a young sorceress is exiled to teach magic to a clan of assassins, she will find that secrets can be even
deadlier than swords."--Provided by publisher.
Frozen by Erin Bowman (Sequel to Taken)
"Gray Weathersby and a small team of rebels set off on a frozen, icy journey in search of allies to help them take
down the cruel Franconian Order--but they quickly learn that no ally or enemy is truly what they seem"--Provided by
publisher.
Promise of Shadows by Justina Ireland
As a human'god offspring, Sephyr Mourning is destined for a life of servitude, but when she uses a formidable dark
power to kill the minor god who murdered her sister, she is sent to Tartarus, where she discovers that she may be
the Nyx, a dark goddess prophesied to change the balance of power.
Sea of Shadows by Kelley Armstrong
"Twin sisters Ashlyn and Moria must embark on a dangerous journey when the spirits they're charged with
protecting turn vengeful"--Provided by publisher.
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